
Quick installation guide

All information contained in this manual may be subject to changes by Ditron S.r.l. without prior notice.

For further information on installation and the user manual, please 
access our site

We thank our users for choosing a Ditron product. 
For further information and details, please visit the website www.ditron.eu

The SafeMoney Smart has been specially designed to ensure easy installation, even under the existing counter. 
However, it may be necessary to make some modifications to the workbench in order to access theinternal modules 

and coin chute. This guide also provides the necessary instructions for making such modifications.
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Remove the rubber feet under the base of the product
and use the same holes for fixing.

Place the template on the surface, it is recommended to block the 
template with adhesive tape and with the aid of a drill, make the 4 
holes for fixing. (F1 to F4)

Pay particular attention to the direction indicated on the template.
(FRONT AND BACK)

If it is necessary to create a slot for the passage of cables, referring to 
the position of the "connection panel" indicated on the template.

Open the front door to gain access to the 4 holes and extract the coin 
collection box (7) with the appropriate key.

Using a screwdriver, secure the case using 4 screws. The screws and 
any plugs are not supplied, their diameter and type depend on the 
support surface.

POSITIONING AND FIXING 

Example of workstation 
essential requirements
for correct installation

Check that the case is positioned on a perfectly horizontal 
base, the inclination of the product can cause malfunctions 
of the modules.

Check the desk composition
To guarantee the perfect installation, Safe Money must 
be installed screwing it to the desk using the 4 screws holes. 

Some desk materials could not be suitable 
for the SafeMoney installation.

Check if the desk is able to support SafeMoney’s weight
Empty weight: approximately 37kg

SafeMoney Smart is designed for exclusive use in indoor and dry 
environments. The manufacturer cannot be held responsible in any 
case for any damages or losses resulting from improper use of the 
device.

Incorrect installation of this product, including any inadequate 
fastening to the work surface, contrary to what is specified in the 
installation instructions, can lead to accidents and malfunctions.

It is recommended to secure the case to the supporting surface, and 
this operation can be carried out with the fixing template (for fixing, 
remove the rubber feet present on the product).

Due to the high weight of the product, mechanical assistance is 
recommended for handling and installation.

Installation of SafeMoney Easy
Positioning and fixing

The SafeMoney SMART, dimensions and details

Internal view - fixing holes

1 - coin acceptor
2 - integrated space for fiscale printer
3 - hard reset
4 - adjustable 10.1'' touch display for operator
5 - banknote acceptor
6 - coin dispenser
7 - door lock
8 - rear connection panel
9 - banknote management module support base
10 - coin management module support base
11 - cashbox for coin storage

For greater safety it is possible to fix the case to the support surface; 
in this case, we recommend carrying out the operation with the fixing 
template supplied.
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Template with 
hole reference

Reference 
for cable passage

power supply and ETH

To access holes F3 and 
F4, extract the coin 

storage (7) using the 
provided key.

For information regarding fixing the internal modules, 
refer to the complete guide.
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To avoid hindering the extraction of the 
internal modules and facilitating 
product maintenance, allow the door to 
be opened completely, as in the 
picure (min. 105°).

Min.: 40.0

Min.: 10.0

If you want to completely encase the case, do not cover the chute for inserting 
coins. Evaluate the work to be carried out. In the figure, example of a flat edge 

button hole, min. dimensions: 14.0cm x 11.0cm
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Connection is recommended

to an UPS

Power input:
500W/100-240 VAC-50/60HZ

power cord
included L: 2m
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ethernet cable
not included

Recommended ground 
clearance for correct use

Measurements expressed in c

Supporting surface

lateral bulk

min. door opening


